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Abstract:

Modern data center networks often use topologies such as fat tree or leaf-spine that provide many 
equal-cost paths between hosts. Load balancing among these paths is thus crucial to (1) the latency 
performance of mice flows for interactive services and (2) the throughput of elephant flows forperformance of mice flows for interactive services and (2) the throughput of elephant flows for 
distributed computing frameworks. We propose Expeditus, a distributed congestion-aware load 
balancing protocol for general Clos data center networks. The fundamental challenge is, how to 
maintain and utilize real-time (in the order of RTT) congestion information from all possible 

th i l bl d ffi i t A i l ti i h T R it h t i t ipaths, in a scalable and efficient manner. A naive solution requires each ToR switch to maintain 
congestion state for O(10^6)–O(10^7) paths in a large-scale 3-tier Clos network, and recent proposals 
like CONGA only work for small-scale leaf-spine topologies. Expeditus relies on simple local 
information collection, where a switch only monitors its egress and ingress link loads. It further 
employs a novel two-stage path selection mechanism to aggregate relevant congestion information 
across switches and make near-optimal path selection decisions. Testbed evaluation on Emulab with 
Click implementation and large-scale ns-3 simulations demonstrate that, Expeditus outperforms 
ECMP by up to 2× in tail flow completion times (FCT) for mice flows, and by 10%–30% 
in mean FCT for elephant flows in 3-tier Clos networks. Expeditus also outperforms CONGA in leaf-
spine topologies. 
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